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An Introduction to European Law 2020-07
offering the most thought provoking introduction to eu law written in a highly readable narrative style
the book provides students with a succinct yet sophisticated analysis of the core aspects of the subject
while also equipping them with the tools for further exploration figures and tables clarify complex ideas
and processes and a guide to finding andreading eu judgments offers valuable practical support this
carefully structured guide brings clarity to a broad and multifaceted subject

The Transformation of EU Geographical Indications Law
2021-05-25
linking traditional and local products to a specific area is increasingly felt as a necessity in a globalised
market and geographical indications gis are emerging as a multifunctional tool capable of performing
this and many other functions this book analyses the evolving nature of eu sui generis gis by focusing on
their key element the origin link and concludes that the history of the product in the broad sense has
become a major factor to prove the link between a good and a specific place for the first time this area
of intellectual property law is investigated from three different although interrelated perspectives the
history and comparative assessment of the systems of protection of indications of geographical origin
adopted in the european jurisdictions from the beginning of the 20th century the empirical analysis of
the trends emerging from the practice of eugis and the policy debates surrounding them and their
importance for the fulfilment of the general goals of the eu common agricultural policy the result is an
innovative and rounded analysis of the very nature of the eu law of gis that starting from its past
investigates the present and the likely future of this intellectual property right this book provides an
interesting and innovative contribution to the field and will be of interest to gi scholars and intellectual
property students as well as anyone willing to gain a better understanding of this compelling area of
law

Establishing the Supremacy of European Law 2003
this casebook deals with the horizontal effects of eu law which is to say its effects on relationships
between individuals to a large extent these effects have been created by the court of justice of the
european union cjeu on the basis of the european treaties the main focus of the casebook is on the
developments relating to primary eu law and their influence on national private law it studies instances
where eu primary law has already directly or indirectly influenced the case law in the member states or
where it is expected to do so soon compared to the well known impact of eu directives on private law
these developments concerning primary eu law are hardly noted by private lawyers and perhaps not
sufficiently explained by scholars of eu law therefore the book makes an important contribution to
scholarship and education this book highlights developments in the areas of competition law
fundamental freedoms non discrimination general principles of eu law ex officio application of
provisions of eu law and implementation of directives including harmonious interpretation and
francovich liability in its analysis of the ways in which eu law interacts with private law the book will be
an invaluable resource to students practitioners and academics of eu private law

Cases, Materials and Text on European Law and Private Law
2017-03-09
warwick university s interest in german law has been strengthened by its partnership with the law
faculty of the university of giessen in the federal republic in 1986 the staff of these two faculties have
met bi annually since the link was made this collection of essays is the product of one of these meetings
as the title of this book suggests the general theme of this meeting was challenges to european legal
scholarship subjects debated included community law domestic issues and other legal systems this book
will be of interest to academics and students of ec law and european legal scholarship

European Law 198?
written with exceptional clarity and fully updated from the first edition the second edition of european
constitutional law constitutes a classic textbook for students and practitioners of european law using a
clear structural framework the text guides readers through all of the core constitutional topics of eu law
extracts from classic case law are complemented with extensive and critical discussion of the
theoretical and practical aspects of the european union and its law leading students to a deep
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understanding of the subject chapters are enriched with more than fifty colour figures and tables which
clarify complex topics and illustrate relationships and processes new suggestions for further reading
direct students to significant pieces of academic literature for deeper self study and a companion
website with full lisbonised versions of the cases cited in the text completes the learning package

Challenges to European Legal Scholarship 1996
despite their many obvious interconnections eu and international law are all too often studied and
practised in different spheres while it is natural for each to insist on its own unique characteristics and
in particular for the eu to emphasise its sui generis nature important insights might be lost because of
this exclusionary approach this book aims to break through some of those barriers and to show how
more interaction between the two spheres might be encouraged in so doing it offers a constitutional
dimension but also a substantive one identifying policy areas where eu and international law and their
respective actors work alongside each other offering a 360 degree view on both eu and international
institutional and substantive law this collection presents a refreshing perspective on a longstanding
issue

European Constitutional Law 2015-11-26
this book argues that the european social model can only be sustained in the current economic crisis if
social and employment policies are adequately recognised as integral parts of european economic policy
making the contributing authors investigate

The Interface Between EU and International Law 2020-12-17
subsidiarity as a principle in favour of decentralised decision making is a cornerstone of the very legal
construction of the eu yet the question of how decision making powers should be distributed between
the eu and the member states is not or only to a minimal extent answered in article 5 3 of the treaty on
european union teu this collection draws on social science disciplines to go beyond a purely legal
analysis to provide clarity over this principle as applied with the help of theoretical exploration and
empirical case studies the contributors identify significant variation in the implementation of the
subsidiarity concept by tracing the precise location of political authority at different levels of european
governance they examine the pressures for effective decision making despite the changing policy
preferences of governments

Establishing the Supremacy of European Law 2006
the sweeping changes brought about in 2017 to practice and procedures in european union trade mark
law have precipitated a new edition of this much relied upon guide to the field this is the first book to
provide comprehensive guidance to the new eu trade mark regulation including full details on all
aspects of substance and procedure as well as to the new trade mark directive this new and
significantly expanded edition which builds on the two previous editions of the concise european trade
mark and design law includes the full texts of the new implementing and delegated acts available in no
other book as well as a collection of other texts that are needed in daily practice such as excerpts from
the rules of procedure of the general court the paris convention the madrid protocol and the nice
agreement the nice classification the trips agreement and the directive on enforcement of ip rights
providing a complete commentary and a full set of the legal provisions that must be dealt with on a daily
basis obviating recourse to other sources this new edition will be welcomed by anyone with an interest
in the law and practice of trade marks in the european union

The Sustainability of the European Social Model 2015-06-29
traditionally european law is important for public law however it is also increasingly important for
private law that is to say the legal relationships between individuals european law and national private
law addresses and analyses the various sources of european law in hierarchical order namely the treaty
on the functioning of the european union the general principles of eu law eu directives and eu
regulations as well as the influence of fundamental rights both the echr and the eu charter on private
law the nature of each source of law and its significance for and influence on the general part of
national private law is discussed particular attention is devoted to the review of national private law
legislation in the light of european legislation that has direct effect direct and indirect effect of
european law on legal relationships between individuals ex officio application of european law by the
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national courts and interpretation issues arising as a result of the interaction between european law
and national law further comparisons are drawn between the different sources of law the book then
concludes with a detailed overview of european directives that are of particular relevance for general
private law european law and national private law provides a concise introduction to the influence of eu
law and the echr on legal relationships between individuals a must read for every lawyer

Collected Courses of the Academy of European Law - Recueil
des Cours de l'Academie de Droit Europeen:Vol. I, Bk. 1:1990
Community Law 1991-12-18
the european union and european identity were until recently the objects of separate branches of
scholarship and inquiry with the entry of central and eastern european members into the eu it has
become clear that the future of the european union can no longer be considered in isolation from the
future of european identity taking jürgen habermas s plea for a european constitution and a normative
foundation for the european union as its starting point this volume brings together the ideas of
distinguished scholars in philosophy political science sociology history law and theology in order to
address the shifting relationship between constitutionality political culture history and collective
identity the book argues that the future shape of europe will not only result from external processes of
globalisation but from the interaction between these social spheres within europe

˜Theœ Common European Law of Torts 1998
transition to journals from volume 29 the yearbook of european law will be available as online only print
only or combined print and online subscriptions from oxford journals the yearbook of european law
archive is available immediately from january 2011 customers wishing to take out a subscription can do
so by clicking through to the yearbook s journal page yel oxfordjournals org yearbook of european law
will benefit from a number of additional features made possible by online publication publish ahead of
print articles will appear online throughout the year granting subscribers immediate access to the latest
developments in both html and pdf formats without needing to wait for the print volume email alerts
anyone can sign up to receive yearbook of european law content alerts both of the annual volume and of
content published throughout the year searchable archive the entire archive back to 1996 will be made
available to yearbook of european law subscribers now in its 29th year theyearbook of european law is
one of the most highly respected periodicals in the field featuring extended essays from leading
scholars and practitioners the yearbook is an essential resource for all involved in european legal
research and practice

Varieties of European Subsidiarity 2021-02-22
this clearly written and comprehensive text by two leading scholars of european intellectual property
law is extremely adaptable it is a perfect platform for classroom teaching and is also a fine resource for
those researching in what is becoming an increasingly complex field graeme b dinwoodie university of
oxford uk this hybrid volume part commentary part primary sources with questions to stimulate further
thinking serves both as a teaching tool and as a manual for lawyers who seek a comprehensive overview
of eu intellectual property law the book aims at a generalist legal audience with very a helpful précis of
international law including the major multilateral treaties as well as a summary of the eu legal
framework that non europeans will find highly useful the authors explore the full range of traditional
and emerging ip rights they also provide in depth analysis of remedies and of the international private
law issues that increasingly arise in contemporary complex ip litigation jane ginsburg columbia law
school us the first of its kind this textbook has been carefully designed to give students and non
specialist practitioners a clear understanding of the fundamentals of european intellectual property law
providing a comprehensive overview of both community ip rights and areas of ip law that have been
harmonised and supported by judicious use of extracts from the most significant source material the
book assists the reader in navigating through the increasingly complex european ip system european
intellectual property law deals with european patent trade mark and copyright law copyright as well as
with adjacent areas such as protection of plant varieties geographical indications industrial design
competition law enforcement and private international law with a focus on the most relevant case law to
be found in those areas key features written by two of the leading authorities in european ip law concise
and readable style extracts from key source material questions designed to stimulate thinking around
legal problems coverage of related areas adjacent to ip offers an overview on international ip protection
and the interrelation between european law and ip law in general this detailed book is designed for all
courses on european intellectual property whether basic or advanced as well as for practitioners
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looking for a comprehensive and concise overview on the structure and content of european ip law

Concise European Trade Mark Law 2018-09-25
following the conclusion of the latest round of reforms to the common agricultural policy cap in 2013
the research handbook on eu agriculture law provides an up to date discussion of these reforms and the
changing landscape in which the cap now operates adopting an interdisciplinary approach and with
international contributors from across europe and the united states the handbook commences with
analyses of the legal instruments which implement the reformed cap before moving on to consider
questions of land use the role of agriculture within the wider food chain and the international dimension
in these contexts particular issues identified include the environmental impact of past present and
future farming practices the ability of the food chain to accommodate consumer preferences and
scientific innovation and the hurdles to be cleared before international consensus can be reached on a
whole range of agricultural imperatives as well as providing a state of the art point of reference for
academics this comprehensive book will be of great interest to students scholars and policymakers
dealing with these new challenges faced by agriculture in the eu

European Law and National Private Law 2016
in recent years food law has taken on an increasingly prominent role in political discourse with calls for
a more sustainable food system challenging the legal status quo a thorough legal perspective is thus
indispensable for grasping the complexities of the eu food system and political quests for change in the
first monograph of its kind hanna schebesta and kai purnhagen offer an authoritative and
comprehensive overview of eu food legislation drawing on the authors experience researching and
teaching in the field eu food law explores how political paradigms have shaped the development of laws
in a variety of domains including food technology food safety food information food quality nutrition and
sustainability the book begins with insightful analyses of the historical foundations of eu food law and
two existing umbrella frameworks the general food law regulation and the official controls regulation
the book then presents an in depth discussion of the food law acquis before contextualising eu law
against international food law schebesta and purnhagen have created the definitive resource on eu food
law offering a balanced treatment of the subject across eighteen carefully structured chapters this
volume is essential reading for students academics and practitioners alike

The Shape of the New Europe 2006-11-23
spatial models have been in existence in the environmental and social sciences for a long time more
recently specialised software for the capture manipulation and presentation of spatial data which can be
referred to as geographical information systems gis have vastly increased the range of possibilities of
organising spatial data by new and efficient ways of spatial integration and spatial interpolation coupled
with the improvements in data availability and increases in computer memory and speed these novel
techniques give rise to new types of spatial models which exploit the technological potential now
available make better use of existing data stimulate the collection of new data and open up new ways of
working with geographic information this book explores the potential and impact of gis on spatial
modelling

Yearbook of European Law 2010 2011-01-30
this volume is for students and scholars of intellectual property law practitioners seeking creative
arguments from across the field and policymakers searching for solutions to changing social and
technological issues the book explores the tensions between two fundamentally competing demands
made of ip law

European Intellectual Property Law 2013-01-01
for some time now there has been conflict concerning the role in the global marketplace of certain
agricultural or handcrafted products of specific geographical origin whether they should come under
trademark law as favoured by common law countries such as the united states or under the
geographical indications gi system developed in france and subsequently promoted by the european
union eu at this moment china is in the eye of the storm taking fully into account the legislative and
judicial gaps in china s compromised embrace of the gi concept this book shows how the chinese case
brings to prominence fundamental issues relating to the functional dissimilarity between trademarks
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and gis the treatment of the terroir concept the role of gis in rural development and the challenges of
adopting the french and european model in other countries especially in east asia providing detailed
information on how gis are registered protected and managed in china france and the eu the book
includes such practical analysis as the following comparison between the chinese and european gi
systems to highlight differences in essential elements for gi registration and protection mistakes and
errors arising from forcing the gi function into trademark law the increasingly larger scope of eu gi
protection protection of collective marks containing gis and the extension of gi protection to handicrafts
who is responsible for the protection of each registered name and who can sue for infringement and
legislative options for future gi protection in china recognizing not only that gis protect consumers
against fraud and producers against unfair competition but also that the goals include the preservation
of rural development cultural heritage and traditional knowledge as well as environmental and
ecological protection this book provides a comprehensive reference on legal tools available for
policymakers legal practitioners researchers and local producers concerned with gi or trademark issues
in china france or the eu it will prove greatly helpful to corporate lawyers filing international
registration applications and taking legal action it will also be of inestimable value to officials in a
variety of countries that are considering developing or improving systems to enhance the value of
terroir products and to academics interested in intellectual property law trademark law agriculture
policy gi legislation or world trade organization wto rules

Research Handbook on EU Agriculture Law 2015-11-27
the european union and the us are currently negotiating the transatlantic trade and investment
partnership ttip with potentially enormous economic gains for both partners experts from the european
union and the us explore not only the groundwork laid for ttip under the new transatlanticism but also
the key variables economic cultural institutional and political shaping transatlantic policy outcomes
divided into four parts part i consisting of three chapters contextualizes the transatlantic relationship
with an historical survey contemporary foreign relations and policy and cultural dynamics together
these chapters provide the background for understanding the evolving nature of the eu us relationship
part ii of this volume focuses on governance and comprises two chapters one on transatlantic
governance and the other administrative culture part iii consists of six policy chapters competition
trade transport mobility regimes financial services regulation and gmos part iv consisting of three
chapters explores prospects and challenges associated with transatlanticism including the ttip the last
chapter concludes with lessons learned and future challenges with respect to policy convergence the
nature of the eu us relationship power resources and bargaining within the transatlantic partnership
and an assessment of the future of deeper cooperation and integration this insightful account into policy
cooperation between the eu and the us is a welcomed resource for policy specialists oriented toward
comparative public policy wishing to enter the arena of transatlantic studies

EU Food Law 2024-07-09
developments and directions in intellectual property law celebrates the 20th anniversary of award
winning intellectual property ip blog the ipkat originally founded in 2003 over the past two decades the
ipkat has covered and commented on several of the most topical developments in the ip field from
substantive practical and policy standpoints today the ipkat is considered the most popular intellectual
property law blawg of all time source justia and its readers are academics members of the judiciary
policy and law makers practitioners and students from all over the world by bringing together several of
the current and past contributors to the ipkat this book reflects on the developments and directions that
have emerged in the ip field over the past twenty years topics covered include changes within
substantive ip rights as well as ip law policy and practice broadly intended and from a global
perspective from copyright to trade marks patents to designs image and publicity rights to geographical
indications and developments in ip practice and the court system to contract drafting readers of this
book will find expert insights into some of the most notable developments in ip since the inception of
the ipkat blog

Spatial Models and GIS 1999-12-16
this book explores the potential benefits and disadvantages of geographical indication gis registration
schemes analyzing the utility of gi registrations for the development and promotion of regional
economies both in national and international markets the book draws on the van caenegem cleary
drahos australian provenance report along with the valuable empirical data collected in connection with
it the book situates the rural development question in an international context presenting several case
studies from italy france and morocco new zealand and australia the book contains various chapters
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focused on comparing regulatory structures in various relevant jurisdictions and drawing on other
countries experiences it contains significant contributions from industry actors with extensive
experience in regional branding initiatives and gi related policy issues progressive in structure the book
starts from the big picture level before moving down to the local and concrete scale geographical
indications of australian products are vital both in domestic and overseas markets by accurately
representing the origin and quality of niche agricultural products thus with a particular focus on
australia the book promotes the assessment of geographical indications as potential regional assets that
will help producers develop local quality indicators that will serve as public goods for successive
generations of producers

Transition and Coherence in Intellectual Property Law
2021-01-07
the 2020 edition marks the 20th anniversary of the global community yearbook of international law and
jurisprudence the yearbook has established itself as an authoritative source of reference on global legal
issues and international jurisprudence it includes analysis of the most significant global trends in a way
that allows readers to monitor the development of the global legal order from several perspectives the
yearbook publishes annually in a volume of carefully chosen primary source material and corresponding
expert commentary the general editor professor giuliana ziccardi capaldo employs her vast expertise in
international law to select excerpts from important court opinions and to choose experts from around
the world to contribute essay guides which illuminate those cases although the main focus is recent
case law from the major international tribunals and regional courts the first four parts of each year s
edition features expert articles by renowned scholars who address broader themes in current and future
developments in international law and global policy themes that appear throughout the case law of the
many courts covered by the series as a whole the global community yearbook has thus become not just
an indispensable window to recent jurisprudence the series now also serves to prepare researchers for
the issues facing emerging global law this anniversary edition updates readers on the important work of
long standing international tribunals and introduces readers to more novel topics in international law
the journal s founding editor professor emeritus giuliana ziccardi capaldo in her editorial gives a
presentation of the yearbook s intellectual trajectory as developed from its original roots showing
intriguing prospects for a publication that aims at the very forefront of events in law politics ethics and
jurisprudence in a global community the yearbook continues to provide expert coverage of the court of
justice of the european union and diverse tribunals from the international court of justice icj human
rights courts ecthr iacthr acthpr criminal tribunals such as the international criminal court icc and the
international residual mechanism for criminal tribunals mict to economically based tribunals such as
icsid and the wto dispute settlement system this edition contains original research articles on the
development and analysis of the concept of global law and the views of the leading global law theorists
on the subject of globalization this 20th anniversary edition also includes a special section which
provides an interdisciplinary overview of china s belt and road initiative and an examination of the
global public health order in a post covid 19 world the yearbook provides students scholars and
practitioners alike a valuable combination of expert discussion and direct quotes from the court
opinions to which that discussion relates as well as an annual overview of the process of cross
fertilization between international courts and tribunals

The Protection of Geographical Indications in China
2021-11-23
since the treaty of the european union was ratified in 1993 the european union has become an
important factor in an ever increasing number of regimes of pooled sovereignty this handbook seeks to
present a valuable guide to this new and unique system in the twenty first century allowing readers to
obtain a better understanding of the emerging multilevel european governance system that links
national polities to europe and the global community adopting a pan european approach this handbook
brings together the work of leading international academics to cover a wide range of topics such as the
historical and theoretical background the political systems and institutions of both the eu and its
individual member nations political parties and party systems political elites civil society and social
movements in european politics the political economy of europe public administration and policy
making external policies of the eu this is an invaluable and comprehensive resource for students
scholars researchers and practitioners of the european union european politics and comparative politics
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The New and Changing Transatlanticism 2015-03-24
for georgia the signing of the association agreement and the dcfta with the european union in 2014 was
an act of strategic geopolitical significance of all the eu s eastern partners the country distinguished
itself since the rose revolution of 2003 by pushing ahead with a radical liberalisation and economic
reform agenda georgia is unique among the countries in the region for having largely cleansed its
economy of corruption in the post rose revolution period although its political system is marked by
oligarchal state capture since the change of government in 2012 the purpose of this handbook is to
make the complex political economic and legal content of the association agreement readily
understandable this third edition published seven years since signature of after entry into force of the
agreement s implementation is substantially new in content both updating how georgia has been
implementing the agreement and introducing new dimensions including the green deal the covid 19
pandemic cyber security and gender equality the handbook is also up to date in analysing georgia s
troubled democracy two teams of researchers from leading independent think tanks ceps in brussels
and reformatics in tbilisi collaborated on this project with the support of the swedish international
development agency sida this handbook is one of a trilogy examining similar association agreements
made by the eu with ukraine and moldova

Developments and Directions in Intellectual Property Law
2023-05-24
this book explores the concept of academic freedom from a european vantage point drawing on both
philosophical and legal perspectives the editors and contributors analyse the concept of academic
freedom within the present institutional setting academic freedom has long been considered a natural
part of higher education but as the world enters the digital age a renewed understanding of its role and
the threats it must face is required the authors question the purpose of science without freedom and
subsequently the purpose of political communities without free science although the book uses
european case studies to answer these questions it undoubtedly has global relevance what would be left
of the present notion of the global world were we to conceive of its character without modern science
this book calls for a critical re examination of the academic community and its own understanding of the
sources conditions and aims of scientific practice

The Importance of Place: Geographical Indications as a Tool
for Local and Regional Development 2017-03-27
this volume focuses on the procedures for determining the geographical indicator labels for globally
traded goods in the asia pacific region the book is also available as open access

The Global Community Yearbook of International Law and
Jurisprudence 2020 2021-12-17
this book contributes to the literature on geographical indications gis by providing key theoretical
reflections from a five year review process on the potential of gis for agri food products in southern
africa the contributors reflect on diverse gi processes and dynamics which operate at the local national
and international levels thus enriching the understanding of gi dynamics and of the variety of policy
options available for gi protection in southern countries following a discussion of the legal framework
and governance of national gi schemes in southern countries the book emphasizes the main dimensions
underlying the development of gis and their potential for enhancing sustainable rural development and
market access in particular this provides the structure for the chapters that build on the different
experiences of southern african industries that have embarked on gi strategies the book includes
chapters on designing an appropriate legal framework and governance system for the development of
gis in southern countries

Routledge Handbook of European Politics 2014-12-17
this book focuses on a review of how sixty years of case law and regulatory activity transformed the
european continent and the world it provides a critical analysis of the key features of eu integration and
how this integration is perceived internally and externally in this context this book also explores the eu
s interactions with a number of other countries and organisations with the objective of assessing the eu
s role in global governance
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Deepening EU-Georgian Relations 2021-09-07
the present book examines both theoretical and practical aspects of the law on indications of
geographical origin igos within the framework of european union eu law pursuing four distinct yet
mutually related aims first it discusses theoretical issues of the law on igos including its historical
foundations terminology principles of regulation legal subjectivity protection models and loss of
protection second it covers the eu law on igos from a systematic point of view particularly the
systematic review of the eu law on igos includes an in depth analysis of and commentary on the relevant
and applicable regulations third it examines current legislative initiatives and further development
options for the eu law on igos finally it reveals the interrelation of the eu law on one hand and the
national laws of eu member states on the other with regard to igos focusing on harmonized and non
harmonized areas of law

Academic Freedom in the European Context 2023-02-27
the participation of the european community and the member states in the international climate change
regimes is a complex issue in the case of the kyoto protocol this is rendered more complicated by the
fact that for the purposes of article 4 of the kyoto protocol the membership of the european community
and member states is frozen at a particular point in time the result of this is that under international
law the european community and a part of the member states eu15 have agreed to jointly fulfil some of
those obligations whereas under community law all member states share a certain degree of
responsibility to meet the obligations created by the kyoto protocol this book analyses in great detail
the kyoto protocol and its obligations as well as the discrepancies between international law and
community law in that regard the book is a useful tool for academics practitioners consultants and all
stakeholders operating in the field of environmental law and climate change leonardo massai is a legal
expert and lecturer in international and eu environmental law and climate change

Geographical Indications at the Crossroads of Trade,
Development, and Culture 2017-06-16
this timely book provides the first legal and policy analysis of the intellectual property ip aspects of a
rapidly growing category of regulatory measures affecting the presentation and advertising of certain
health related goods namely tobacco alcohol food and pharmaceuticals

Developing Geographical Indications in the South 2013-05-17
this research deals with the increasingly complex issues of waste generation waste management and
waste disposal that in less developed industrialised countries present diverse but critical concerns it
takes a socio economic and policy oriented perspective and provides empirical evidence at eu and
regional level the eu and italy are taken as relevant case studies given the disparities in environmental
performances between less and more developed areas the rich and various empirical evidence shows
that a robust delinking between waste generation and economic growth is still not present thus future
policies should directly address the problem at the source by targeting waste generation in eu countries
some structural factors like population density and urbanisation present themselves as relevant drivers
of both waste management and landfill diversion nevertheless economic and structural factors alone are
not sufficient to improve waste performances though waste policies are to be redesigned by covering
the entire area of waste management some first signals of policy effectiveness are arising this work will
be of most interest to those students of environmental economics and environmental sciences as well as
policy makers waste utility managers and companies in the waste management sector

Sixty Years of European Integration and Global Power Shifts
2020-02-06
the trips agreement for trade related intellectual property rights provides for the general protection of
geographical indications gis of product origin including for example the special protection of wines and
spirits and for the creation of a multilateral register for wines the african group of countries has been in
the forefront of countries agitating in the world trade organization trips council for the extension of this
special protection and of the multilateral register to industries which are of interest to developing
countries primarily agriculture the so called extension question is the central feature of the doha
development agenda at both the wto and world intellectual property organization this book provides
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some empirical evidence and applied legal and economic reasoning to this debate it provides both a
general review of the key issues and a series of case studies from six anglophone and four francophone
countries in africa these focus on major agricultural commodities such as coffee cotton cocoa and tea as
well as more specific and local products such as argan oil and oku white honey

EU Law on Indications of Geographical Origin 2014-07-03
today few texts offer a comprehensive overview of geographic information systems gis the literature
common in academic circles is highly technical and pays little attention to the role gis plays as a tool in
the planning and shaping of society and the world around us the contributors to this book feel strongly
about the potential inherent in the concepts and methodologies that make up a gis similarly the
contributors are aware of the limitations of the uniformly technical and structural approach that
dominates discussions about gis in many professional circles this book is a guide and an educational
easy to understand journey that introduces the concepts and methodologies that lie behind today s gis it
makes gis both more familiar and more relevant to a far broader section of the professional circles
which plan organize and shape our surroundings

The Kyoto Protocol in the EU 2011-05-04
derived from presentations made at the fourth annual uk national conference on gis research this work
consists of contributions by leading experts in geography mathematics computing science surveying
archaeology planning and medicine

The New Intellectual Property of Health 2016-09-30

Waste and Environmental Policy 2009-03-23

Extending the Protection of Geographical Indications
2013-03-05

GIS 2009

Innovations In GIS 2003-09-02
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